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Purpose of Document
This document is intended for Position Coaches of the Competition-Introduction context. It is a
Workbook designed to encourage thought and discussion consistent with the key topics of the NCCP
by keeping record of what was learned in the Competition-Introduction Position Coach Workshop. In
addition, the Workbook has been designed so the coach can use it after the workshop to help improve
even more as a coach. We therefore recommend that coaches save the workbook and consult it
regularly to ensure continuous improvement through coaching competencies.
This document has five (5) modules:
•

Make Ethical Decisions

•

Safe Contact

•

Plan a Practice

•

Teaching & Learning

•

Analyze Performance

Overall Context
The Workbook is designed to complement the “Workshop” Reference Material and ensure that the
Coach understands:

Acronyms
NSO
PSO
CAC
MLF
LF 		
ME
E 		
CI 		
NCCP

National Sport Organization (being Football Canada)
Provincial Sport Organization
Coaching Association of Canada
Master Learning Facilitator
Learning Facilitator
Master Evaluator
Evaluator
Competition-Introduction
National Certification Coaching Program

Symbols
The following symbols appear in this Workbook and in the Reference Material
Workbook

Reference Material

Video

Template

Evaluation

WB

RM

VIDEO

FORM

EVAL

For more information visit Football Canada’s website at www.footballcanada.com
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National Coaching Certification Program (NCCP)
You will receive Multi-sport & football specific Reference Material along with this Coach Workbook
when you attend a Tackle Football Competition Introduction Position Coach Workshop. The Reference
Material has been developed to deepen your knowledge of key coaching topics such as: coaching
philosophy, ethics, principles and “best practices” of the National Coaching Certification Program
(NCCP)… all aimed at helping you become a competent and ethical coach. For more information on
the NCCP and the workshops it offers, visit http://www.coach.ca/eng/certification/index.cfm.

NCCP Core Competencies
As you progress through this workbook, you will work on developing five core competencies that will
help you become a more effective coach and have a more meaningful impact on athletes’ experience.
The competencies are problem-solving, valuing, critical thinking, leadership, and interaction. Here are
just some of the ways these competencies come into play in the modules in this workbook:
Make Ethical
Decisions

Problem-Solving

• Apply a formal
six step decisionmaking process
• Find a solution
to a complex
situation that
involves a moral
dilemma

Safe Contact

Plan a Practice

• Modify & adapt
drills using a
referent model

• Develop an initial
practice plan &
progressively
modify it as new
• Develop teaching
knowledge is
progressions using
acquired
a technical/ tactical
framework
• Determine an
appropriate
structure for a
practice

Teaching &
Learning

Analyze
Performance

• Analyze a
hypothetical or
simulated teaching
situation & identify
aspects that need
improvement

• Analyze
performance of
an athlete by
creating a referent
model

• Recognize and
respect differences
in learning styles

• Appreciate how
performance
analysis promotes
effective teaching
& learning

• Develop an
Emergency Action
Plan

Valuing

• Design activities
that develop both
technical skills and
athletic abilities
• Differentiate
between
situations with
legal & ethical
implications

• Appreciate the
importance of
safety when
teaching skills that
involve conflict

• Understand the
rationale for the
NCCP Code Of
Conduct and the
values which it is
based

• Ensure that
activities respect
the feeling and
emotions of the
athletes

• Refer to the
NCCP Code
of Ethics when
making a decision

Workbook

• Appreciate how
a structured &
organized practice
promotes learning
• Appreciate the
need to consider
potential risk
factors when
planning a practice
• Appreciate the
importance
of having an
Emergency Action
Plan

• Develop a teaching
approach based
upon the athlete’s
needs
• Promote the
development of
self-esteem
• Provide
constructive and
positive feedback
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Valuing

Make Ethical
Decisions
• Appreciate the
hierarchy of
values in a moral
dilemma
• Evaluate options
for decision or
action, given the
decision-making
process followed
& possible
consequences of
the decision or
action

Critical Thinking

Safe Contact

• Compare current
knowledge,
skills, & attitudes
with information
provided in
Reference
Material

Plan a Practice

Teaching &
Learning

Analyze
Performance

• Ensure that
activities
respect growth
& development
characteristics
• Analyze observed
performance to
determine the
athletes’ reaction
to contact
• Reflect upon
athletes’ reaction
to contact and
think about how
these may affect
your teaching
skills that involve
contact

• Appreciate the
NCCP Code of
Ethics might
influence your
decision

• Compare current
knowledge, skills,
and attitudes with
the information
provided in the
Reference Material

• Reflect on the
meaning of
effective teaching
& the factors that
promote learning
• Reflect on
preferred learning
styles & think
about these
may affect one’s
approach to
teaching
• Compare current
knowledge, skills,
& attitudes with
the information
provided in the
Reference Material
• Assess whether
& how feedback
provided is
consistent with
guidelines to
promote learning

• Describe
performance
using a continuum
ranging from
“does not
engage” to
“consistent
& efficient
movement”
• Analyze observed
performance
to determine
potential causes
for gaps in
performance
• Apply an
appropriate
corrective
strategy

• Observe & critique
a simulated
demonstration

Leadership

• Make decisions
that influence
others
• Assume
responsibility
in the decisionmaking process
& for the actions
that follow
• Implement an
action plan
to carry out a
decision

• Where appropriate, • Appreciate the
develop a rationale
effect that good
for challenging
organization, clear
the
status
quo
explanations,
• Develop teaching
about
how
certain
effective
progressions using
training
activities
demonstrations,
a technical/ tactical
are
implemented
interventions that
framework
target
specific
• Develop strategies
factors,
and quality
to manage time
feedback
have on
& resources,
others
&
on
their
given the need for
learning
safety and a longterm approach
to athlete
development
• Modify & adapt
drills using a
referent model
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effect that good
performance
analysis has on
effective teaching
and learning
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Interaction

vi
Make Ethical
Decisions

Safe Contact

Plan a Practice

Teaching &
Learning

• Exchange ideas &
interact with other
coaches

• Appreciate the
importance of
safety when
teaching skills that
involve conflict

• Work with
other coaches
to develop an
Emergency Action
Plan

• Brainstorm & work
collaboratively with
other coaches to
complete specific
tasks

• Ensure that
activities respect
the feeling and
emotions of the
athletes

• Work with other
coaches to design
activities that
develop both
technical skills &
athletic abilities

• With other
coaches, roleplay a coaching
situation involving
a coach, an
athletes, &
observer

• Explain rationale
for a decision to
other coaches

Workbook

Analyze
Performance
• Work
collaboratively
with other
coaches to
develop a referent
model for skill
analysis
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Introduction
Learning Outcomes
After finishing this section, you will better understand your own motivation for coaching and others’
expectations of you as a coach. This involves:
•

Understanding your starting point

•

Understanding why people are involved in Football

•

Understanding others’ expectations of you as a coach

•

Understanding LTAD and the Competition-Introduction Context

Your Starting Point
Explain how each factor listed below will assist you in fulfilling your role as a coach.

Skills

Motives

Knowledge

Philosophy

Coach

Responsibilities
& Duties

Expectations
of a Coach

Competition—Introduction Position Coach
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Introduction

Reasons people are involved in football?
Why do you think young people are involved in football?

In general, why do you think parents register their children in football?

How do your reasons for coaching compare to the reasons athletes are involved in football?

Workbook
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Long Term Athlete Development
LTAD Fact or Fiction Game
Use column A to indicate True or False for each statement. After completing Column A, the Learning
Facilitator will provide the correct answer to each question with reference to Long-Term Athlete
Development (LTAD) resources. Use Column B to note reference.
Statement

Column A
True or False

Column B
LTAD Reference

It takes up to 10 years or 10,000 hours of training to produce an elite
athlete
Developmental age refers to the degree of physical, mental, cognitive,
and emotional maturity
Chronological age refers to the age where athletes begin planned,
regular, and serious involvement in training
Sensitive periods (windows) of trainability occurs when the athlete is
capable of faster adaptation to training stimuli
Peak height velocity is a predictor of the trainability of physical
abilities during growth and maturation
Peak height velocity is a measure of an athlete’s growth
Competition structures based on yearly age cut-offs favour the
selection of older athletes
The Learning to Train stage of development focuses on learning all
fundamental movement skill and building overall motor skills
The Training to Train stage of development prioritizes the optimization
of fitness and learning to compete.
Males and females develop at different rates during growth and
maturation.
Selection through competition is a poor way to identify future
potential.
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Introduction

Age-Appropriate Playing Rules
The Streams and Contexts of Football Canada’s NCCP are based on its Long Term Athlete Development
Model. It is essential that coaches base all their activities on the Stages of Development within the
LTAD. A key and essential element of LTAD is to ensure that age-appropriate playing rules are in place
in order to foster safety and skill development.

Instructions:
For each stage of the LTAD listed below, identify the modifications made to the game of football. In the
third column explain why the changes were made and how do these changes benefit the players

Modifications

Reasons/benefits

(changes to how the game is played,
field of play, rules of the game)

Fundamentals
– under 10 years of age

Learn to Train
– between the ages of 10-12

Instructions:
For the two LTAD stages covered by the Competition- Introduction context, list changes you would
recommend be made to the game of football including the reasons / benefits for the changes:

Modifications

Reasons/benefits

(changes to how the game is played,
field of play, rules of the game)

Train to Train
– between the ages of 12-16

Learn to Compete
– between the ages of 16-18

Workbook
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Personal Reflection
Instructions:
Reflect back upon the activities in this section, and complete the STOP LIGHT REFLECTION below. List
things you want to AVOID or STOP doing as a coach, things you want to CONTINUE doing as a coach,
and things you want to START doing as a coach.

Avoid/
stop

Maintain

Start

Competition—Introduction Position Coach
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Make Ethical Decisions
Make Ethical Decisions
Learning Outcomes
After finishing this module, you will be able to apply a process for making ethical decisions that is
based on the NCCP Code of Ethics. This involves:
•

Establishing the facts in a situation

•

Deciding whether the situation involves legal or ethical issues

•

Identifying your options and possible consequences

•

Evaluating your options

•

Choosing the best option

•

Implementing your decision

Competition—Introduction Position Coach
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Module 1: Make Ethical Decisions

Your Starting Point
Read the following scenario “Bigger, Faster, Stronger”.

Scenario: Bigger, Faster, Stronger
After a long off-season, you analyze the performance of your athletes during an early
season training camp and you are particularly stunned at the progress made by two athletes
who have undergone incredible physical development during the off-season. As well, you
have noticed that these two athletes are, at times, overly aggressive in drills, and that they
have suffered some extreme mood swings. You suspect these athletes have been using
steroids. When you approached the athletes, they strongly denied using any drugs, other
than the usual supplements found in most health food stores and gyms. They claim to
have trained heavily at a local gym over the past few months. You know from this gym’s
reputation that it is a prime location for obtaining steroids.

Workbook
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Factors that may influence your decision
Instructions:
Review the information in the table below and identify the factors that may affect how you perceive
an ethical situation. Also think about how these factors may come into play in the scenario “Bigger,
Faster, Stronger”.
Internal Influences
Previous Experiences
Past experiences with a similar
issue
Results, positive or negative, of
previous decisions in a similar
situation

Personal Values

Personal Circumstances

Family education

Employment

Academic training

Level of action

Religion and beliefs

Ambitions and plans

Age and maturity level

Reputation

Factors linked to ethnicity or
culture

Relations with others

External Influences
Economic and
Political Aspects
Economic or financial impact of
decision
Potential political or human rights
impact of situation

Seriousness of Situation
Urgency of decision
Individuals directly affected
Number of individuals directly
affected

Organizational, Institutional
and Social Aspects
Relations and links with:
• Official bodies
• Individuals
• Communities
Relevant standards or social
conventions

Other Factors (If any)

Competition—Introduction Position Coach
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Module 1: Make Ethical Decisions

Step 1: Establish the facts in a situation
Instructions:
Identify the facts in scenario “Bigger, Faster, Stronger” and list them below in the box.

Workbook
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Step 2: Decide whether the situation involves legal or ethical issues
Instructions:
•

Read the section called Step 2- Determining whether the situation involves legal or ethical issues.

•

In the scenario “Bigger, Faster, Stronger”, are there legal implications?
Yes

•

No

List the reason for your answers in the box below.

Competition—Introduction Position Coach
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Module 1: Make Ethical Decisions

Identifying Ethical Issues
The NCCP Code of Ethics is a guide you can use at various stages of the ethical decision-making
process. The Code specifies the standards of behaviour that coaches are expected to demonstrate in
certain areas (coaching responsibly, for example, or integrity in relations with others).

Instructions:
Answer the questions in the table below regarding actions and behaviours that might occur within the
“Bigger, Faster, Stronger” scenario. These questions are based on the NCCP Code of Ethics and will
help you identify ethical issues that may be at play in the scenario.
Is there a potential
issue with…?

Is this question relevant
in this situation?

Health and safety of athletes now or in
future?

Yes

No

Competition site safety?

Yes

No

Emergency preparedness?

Yes

No

Unnecessary risk to athletes?

Yes

No

Authority being exercised or the best
interests of the athletes being considered?

Yes

No

Self-esteem of athletes?

Yes

No

Conflict of interest?

Yes

No

Competency, qualification, certification, or
scope of practice?

Yes

No

Loyalty, keeping of commitments, or
keeping of one’s word?

Yes

No

Privacy or confidentiality?

Yes

No

Harassment?

Yes

No

Equity and equality of treatment of
individuals?

Yes

No

Level of respect and dignity shown to
individuals?

Yes

No

Breaking of an organization’s rules or
policies?

Yes

No

Violation of the rules and regulations of
sport?

Yes

No

Fair play?

Yes

No

Dignity and self-control in personal
behaviour?

Yes

No

Respect shown for officials and their
decisions?

Yes

No

Workbook

Why is this question
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Step 3: Identify Your Options and Possible Consequences
This step of the decision-making process involves identifying your options for a decision or action.

Instructions:
•

Start by asking yourself: “What can I do in this situation?” In the process of answering this
question, think about a variety of options. The first option to consider may be not making any
decision or taking no action. As a second option, consider the other end of the continuum- the
most comprehensive action you might take in this situation. Then, identify an intermediate option
that lies between doing nothing and the comprehensive action. List options below in the options
column.

•

Discuss each option and identify one positive consequence and one negative consequence of each
action.

•

List the consequences below in the consequences column.
Options

1
2
3

Consequences
Positive:

Negative:

Positive:

Negative:

Positive:

Negative:

Competition—Introduction Position Coach
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Module 1: Make Ethical Decisions

Step 4: Evaluate your options
A code of ethics defines what is considered good and right behaviour. It reflects the values held
by groups of people – in this case “the National Coaching Certification Program and the Coaching
Association of Canada”. The Code may be used as a benchmark to assess whether behaviours are
acceptable SELF NOTE: to include in LFG reference to (Reference Material, p. 25-26).

Instructions:
Use the table below to determine the extent to which each of the options you identified in the Step 3
upholds the NCCP standards of behaviour. Start by considering Option 1. Read the first statement in
the “A coach is expected to:” column. In your group discuss whether Option 1 upholds this standard of
behaviour. If it does, put a checkmark in the Option 1 column. If it does not uphold the Code leave the
box empty. Repeat this process for each statement. Once you have evaluated Option 1 in the light of
each statement, do the same for the other 2 options.
NCCP Code of Ethics
Principles

A coach is expected to:
(expected standards of behaviour)

Options
1

2

3

Physical safety and Ensure training or competition sites are safe at all times
health of athletes
Be prepared to act appropriately in case of emergency
Avoid placing athletes in situations presenting unnecessary risk or
beyond their level
Strive to maintain the present and future health and well-being of
athletes
Coaching
responsibly

Make wise use of the authority of the position and make decisions in
the interest of athletes
Foster self-esteem among athletes
Avoid deriving personal advantage for a situation or decision
Know one’s limitations in terms of knowledge and skills when making
decisions, giving instructions or taking action
Honour commitments, word given, and agreed objectives
Maintain confidentiality and privacy of personal information, and use it
appropriately

Integrity in
relations with
others

Avoid situations that may affect objectivity or impartiality of coaching
duties
Abstain from all behaviours considered to be harassment or
inappropriate relations with an athlete
Always ensure decisions are taken equitably

Respect

Ensure that everyone is treated equally, regardless of athletic potential,
race, sex, language, religion or age
Preserve the dignity of each person in interacting with others
Respect the principles, rules, and policies in force

Honouring sport

Strictly observe and ensure observance of all regulations
Aim to compete fairly
Maintain dignity in all circumstances and exercise self-control
Respect officials and accept their decisions without questioning their
integrity

Workbook
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Step 5: Choose the Best Option
We are now reaching a crucial point in the decision-making process- where a decision must be made.
Steps 1 thru 3 provided us with objective information based upon the issue, options for decisions, and
potential consequences. In step 4, we introduced criteria for evaluating the various options using a
common point of reference- The NCCP Code of Ethics (Reference Material, p. 26).

Instructions:
Answer the following questions to assist you in making the best possible decision:
• Referring back to Step 4, what option had the most checkmarks?

• Does the above option preserve the principle of DO NO HARM?
Yes

No

• Do you believe this option to be the best course of action?
Yes

No

• WHY/ WHY NOT?

• My choice of action is:

Validate your decision by answering the following questions in the box below:
• Does my choice of action preserve the principle of DO NO HARM?
• Will my decision withstand public scrutiny?
• Will I be able to defend my decision?
• Does my decision uphold the NCCP Code of Ethics?
• Would I make the same decision in a similar case?
• Do I have the authority to this decision myself?
• Could my decision undermine the integrity of my team or sport?
• Can I personally live with my decisions and its consequences?

Competition—Introduction Position Coach
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Module 1: Make Ethical Decisions

Step 6: Implement Your Decision
In steps 1 thru 5 you went through a reflection process that has made it possible for you to make a
“just and reasonable” decision in response to an ethical situation. The final step in ethical decisionmaking process is to implement your decision. This is a critical step as many good decisions have
been lost in a poor plan of implementation

Instructions:
Answer the following questions to assist you in developing an implementation plan.
• Who will be directly affected by your decision?

• In what order should these individuals learn about your decision?

• What is the best communication channel for informing these individuals of your decision?

• Are there individuals you can seek for help in implementing your decision? How could you use these
individuals?

• In step 3 you identified some negative consequences of this decision and describe what you could do to
minimize these possible negative consequences.

Workbook
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Personal Reflection
Instructions:
Reflect back upon the activities in this module, and complete the STOP LIGHT REFLECTION below. List
things you want to AVOID or STOP doing as a coach, things you want to CONTINUE doing as a coach,
and things you want to START doing as a coach.

Avoid/
stop

Maintain

Start

Competition—Introduction Position Coach
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Safe Contact
Learning Outcomes
Upon completion of this module you will understand the importance of conducting contact safely. In
particular you will:
•

Learn how to use the Whole-Part-Whole Method of teaching tackling in a safe and progressive
manner

•

Develop drills and progressions to safely teach tackling focusing on the need for safety and a long
term approach to athlete development

•

From this module you will be able to draw on the philosophy, psychology, skill development
progressions and drill design to teach/conduct other contact activities safely such as blocking &
block protection

•

Introduce contact in a manner that is safe and in line with Football Canada’s LTAD

Competition—Introduction Position Coach
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Module 2: Safe Contact

Your Starting point
Football is a contact sport. Managing the risks associated with contact is an important role of the
Position Coach. Contact must be taught safely to minimize the risk of injury. For many athletes
this will be the first time they have been involved in a contact sport, so managing how contact is
introduced will significantly affect their football experience.

Instructions:
Describe how the factors listed in the following chart may be used to manage the risks involved in
teaching contact:

Organization

Safety / Risk
Management
Supervision &
observation

Explations,
demonstrations
& feedback

Safe Contact

Stages of skill
development

Teaching &
Learning
Progressions

Workbook

Growth &
Development
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Preparing for contact
Prior to introducing contact, coaches can do much to prepare themselves and their athletes for
the upcoming contact drills. Some of this preparation takes place prior to the practice, while other
components of the preparation take place during the practice and prior to the contact drills.

Instructions:
In the boxes below, list activities or actions that a coach should take to prepare him/her and their
athletes for the upcoming contact drills.
Prior to practice

During practice, prior to contact drills

Competition—Introduction Position Coach
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Module 2: Safe Contact

Whole-Part-Whole Method of Instruction
In order to make contact safer and to overcome the fear of tackling the following method of instruction
is recommended. Once the athlete has seen the entire skill of tackling, divide the skill into parts and to
teach each part separately, then integrating it into the entire skill. The skill of tackling is broken -down
into the following parts: Breakdown, Track, Hit Position, Contact and Follow-through.

Instructions:
For each part of the skill of tackling list the Key Coaching Points and the Cue words you would use
to teach the skill. Cue words combine the technical requirements of the skill with intensity and the
qualities of performance. For example the cue word “drive” could be used describe a series of short
choppy steps used to rapidly generate force. Another cue word could be slide used to describe a fluid
lateral movement.
Parts

Guiding Questions

Breakdown

•
•
•
•
•
•

Track (Pursuit)

• Movement toward the ball
carrier?
• Distance to ball carrier?
• Body Posture?
• Angle of Approach?
• Buzz Feet?

Hit Position

•
•
•
•
•

Contact Straight-On

• Point of contact?
• Leg & Hips Action?
• Torso, Neck and Head
Alignment & Action?
• Arm Action?
• Hand Placement?

Contact Angle

• Point of contact?
• Leg and Hips Action?
• Torso, Neck and Head
Alignment?
• Arm Action?
• Hand Placement?

Follow-through

• Body Posture?
• Head and Eyes Posture?
• Leg and Foot action?

Workbook

Key Coaching Points

Terms used to Instruct
the Skill

Position of feet?
Position of chest?
Position of Arms?
Positions of Hips & knees?
Position of the head?
Position of Hands?

Distance from ball carrier?
Alignment?
Head position?
Eye level?
Body posture?
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Fear of contact
Tackle football is a collision sport. For many athletes, this may be their first opportunity to experience
this type of contact. For these athletes making aggressive physical contact with another athlete may
be completely at odds with how their parents have taught them to live. If you look at the big picture,
using your body as means to stopping another person’s forward movement may be counter intuitive
to someone’s natural instincts of avoiding contact, pain, and injury. So it should be expected that as
a football coach you will have to deal with some athletes who are uncomfortable with or afraid of
contact.

Instructions
In the boxes below, list the reasons why athletes may fear contact, typical behaviours that show their
fear of contact, and what a coach can do to assist the athletes in overcoming their fears.

Why athletes
fear contact
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Behaviors that show
the fear of contact

Coaching actions that
may assist an athlete
in overcoming their
fear of contact
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Feedback – Fear of contact
One effective way to assist an athlete in overcoming the fear of contact is through teaching
interventions that constructively reinforces effort and performance. Athletes dealing with issues related
to fear need to know what they are doing correctly and what they need to change. Also they need to
know that their effort is recognized and appreciated. Providing feedback in these types of situations is
a three step process:
1. Tell the athlete what they are doing right
2. Tell the athlete how they could improve their performance next time
3. Provide the athlete with a compliment that recognizes their effort

Instructions:
For the situations outline below, develop feedback that would be useful in overcoming the fear of
contact. The first one is completed as an example.
Situation

Feedback

• Athlete who has been slipping
to the back of line to avoid their
turn in the drill finally gets to
the front of the line and tries to
make a tackle but lands on their
face

1. Doing right: “good speed in approaching the ball carrier”

• Athlete’s footwork is good, but
on contact the athlete drops
their head

1. Doing right:

2. Next time: “keep your head up and focus on the target”
3. Compliment: “Great effort!”

2. Next time:
3. Compliment:

• Athlete has completed a tackling
drill twice and made very good
contact both times is now
missing tackles because their
footwork is slow

1. Doing right:

• Athlete has gone through a
tackling drill a number of times
and is now at the end of the line
crying.

1. Doing right:

2. Next time:
3. Compliment:

2. Next time:
3. Compliment:

• Athlete turns sideways when
trying to make a tackle

1. Doing right:
2. Next time:
3. Compliment:
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Personal Reflection
Instructions:
Reflect back upon the activities in this module, and complete the STOP LIGHT REFLECTION below. List
things you want to AVOID or STOP doing as a coach, things you want to CONTINUE doing as a coach,
and things you want to START doing as a coach.

Avoid/
stop

Maintain

Start
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Planning a Practice
Learning Outcomes
After finishing this module, you will know how to plan safe, fun practices that meet your athletes’
needs and reflects the Long-term Athlete Development Model of Football Canada. In particular, you
will be able to:
•

Explain the importance of logistics in the development of a practice plan

•

Establish an appropriate structure for your practices

•

Identify appropriate activities for each part of the practice

•

Design an Emergency Action Plan

Competition—Introduction Position Coach
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Your Starting Point
Before you start to plan a practice, there a number of variables that need to be considered.
Instructions:
The following 7 questions should be answered before you start planning a practice. List three variables
for each question that need to be considered.

What are the
logistics of my
practice?

What abilities
and skills does
my position
require?

Who are my
athletes?
What are the
SAFETY risks,
and how
should I
prepare for
them?

My Practice
Plan
What am I
trying to
accomplish
with my
practice?

How will I
deliver my
practice?

Workbook

How am I
going to
organize my
practice?
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Coaching Life in the Fast Lane
You are coaching a football team of 12 and 13 year olds. You rush straight from work to
the practice field in your work clothes. As you get out of the car your work shoes slip on
the gravel as you throw all the pens and papers out of your pockets on to the dash board.
Running across the parking lot, you notice that some of players are not on the usual
practice field. When you get to these players, they inform you that the “big guys” are using
the “good” field and they were told we would have to practice on field that included an
old baseball diamond. Within seconds your entire team is standing around looking at you.
As you look to the club house, you see your assistant coach and he yells to you that he is
inside giving the new players their equipment. You look down at your players and you laugh
to yourself and think what a motley crew- tall ones, skinny ones, short ones, and some not
so skinny ones dressed in their torn and tatter football jerseys shoulder pads and hip pads
sticking out. Suddenly you realize that your feet a starting to feel wet from the puddles you
walked through as you crossed the practice field. It appears last night’s down pour had not
drained completely. Thinking of last night’s down pour gets you to look to the sky. You see
black cloud moving in from the west, but with it being near 30 degrees you do not expect
rain until much later tonight You reach into your pocket to get your practice plan and you
realize that was one of the pieces of paper you left on the dash board of your car. Not sure
what to do without your plan, you tell the players to take a couple of laps. As you watch
them running around the field, you watch their helmets bounce like those heads on the
bobble head dolls. You are thinking what to do next, when the clatter of shoulder pads and
huffing and puffing of breathing tells you that they team is back from its laps. Your players
trying to complete those laps as soon as possible did not avoid the puddles of mud- their
skater shoes, running shoes, and cleats are now caked with mud. Eight new players have
joined the team this evening. Eager to get out to practice they have arrived without the
straps on their equipment being done up and without mouth guards. Looking for a dry spot
on the field to do the warm up, you sense that the skies have darkened as that black cloud
has moved in quickly. You discover that there is only a small patch of grass that is dry and
wonder how you are going to get 32 players to practice in this small space. Just before you
begin to start talking to your players, you look over their heads to see a gaggle of parents
sitting on lawn chairs, there to watch their child become a star football player.
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Sport safety through Risk Management
By its nature, football does present some risk of injury. One of the key responsibilities of the coach is
reduce the risk by providing safe practice and competition sites.

Instructions:
Under the appropriate category list the risks that are evident in the story “Coaching- life in the fast
lane”:

Enviromental Risks
Factors related to the weather
or its effects on the practice or
competition site

Workbook

Equipment & Facility Risks
Factors related to the quality
and operating conditions of the
equipment and facilities

Human Risks
Factors related to athletes and
the people associated with
them, such as coaches, parents,
officials. Factors include physical
characteristics of the players and
their attitudes toward football or
the coaches knowledge of the
rules, the skills of football, and
ability to teach these skills
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Emergency Action Plan (EAP)
An Emergency Action Plan is a plan coaches use to help them respond to emergency situations.
Preparing such a plan in advance will help you respond in a responsible and clear-headed way if and
when an emergency occurs

Instructions:
In the box below, create an Emergency Action Plan that can be used to guide your response if an
accident occurs at a practice. An EAP should include:
•

Designated in-charge person

•

A cell phone with a fully charged battery

•

A call back number available for emergency crew

•

A list of Emergency telephone numbers

•

A list of Parents’ contact numbers

•

Medical profiles for each athlete

•

Directions to the practice or competition site

•

Directions to nearest hospital/medical facility

•

Ensure accessibility (if gated and locked)

•

Properly stocked first aid kit

•

Designed call person
Emergency Action plan (EAP) Worksheet
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Head Injuries
Instructions:
In column 1, list a specific example for each generic cause of concussions. In Column 2 estimate the
frequency of each potential cause of concussion. In Column 3, estimate the severity of these causes.
Finally, in Column 4 list actions a coach can take to minimize the risk associated with these causes.

Generic Cause
Contact with
playing surface

Column 1

Column 2

Column 3

Column 4

Specific Cause

Frequency

Severity

Preventative Actions

• Always

• High

• Often

• Medium

• Occasionally

• Low

• Never
Contact with
another player

• Always

• High

• Often

• Medium

• Occasionally

• Low

• Never
Contact with an
object (e.g. goal
posts)

• Always

• High

• Often

• Medium

• Occasionally

• Low

• Never
Blow to the body
that causes a
sudden jarring of
the head

• Always

• High

• Often

• Medium

• Occasionally

• Low

• Never
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Symptoms of a Concussion
With a concussion there is no visible sign of injury, so a coach must be able to recognize the
symptoms of a concussion.

Instructions
Read the scenario below and list the symptoms exhibited by Lindsay.

Scenario
Your team is playing an exhibition game in a small town thirty miles away. During the first
half of the game, one of your players (Lindsay) is not really playing well and he appears to
lack focus. You take Lindsay out of the game and talk to him about paying attention to the
game when he is out on the field. As you talk with Lindsay you notice a “faraway” look in
his eyes and he is struggling to answer the question you pose to him. He says he has a
bit of headache, but says he is ready to play. You put Lindsay back into the game. While
Lindsay is back in the game, another player informs you that, prior to the game and before
you arrived, Lindsay and several other players were horsing around and he hit his head
(without his helmet on) on the goal post. Learning of this you take Lindsay out of the game
immediately and you inform Lindsay he will not be playing any more today. At half time,
Lindsay tells his parents of your decision and they come over to express their displeasure
with your decision. You state you suspect that Lindsay may have sustained a concussion.
Lindsay’s father says he couldn’t have a concussion because he was not knocked out. They
want Lindsay to play! While talking to Lindsay’s parents, an assistant coach comes running
up and says that Lindsay is vomiting.
Lindsay’s Symptoms:
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Return to Play
Instructions:
For each step of the return to play protocol, develop a list of questions you would ask to assess if the
child is recovering (in Column 1). Also for each step, list in Column 2, behaviours that would indicate
that the child is improving and ready to move to the next step.

Steps in Return to Play
To Review Eg.

Column 1

Column 2

Questions You Could Ask to
Assess the Child’s Improvement

Behaviours You Would Want
to Observe to Assess Child’s
Improvement

1. No activity, complete cognitive
and physical rest. Once
symptom free and cleared by a
doctor, go to step 2.
2. Light exercise such as walking
or stationary cycling, for 1015 minutes. If symptom free
proceed to next step. If not
symptom free, go back to
previous step.
3. Sport specific aerobic activity
(ie. skating in hockey, running
in soccer), for 20-30 minutes.
NO CONTACT. If symptom
free proceed to next step. If
not symptom free, go back to
previous step.
4. “On field” practice such as ball
drills, shooting drills, and other
activities with NO CONTACT
(ie. no checking, no heading
the ball, etc.). If symptom free
proceed to next step. If not
symptom free, go back to
previous step.
5. “On field” practice with body
contact, once cleared by a
doctor. If symptom free proceed
to next step. If not symptom
free, go back to previous step.
6. Game play.
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Who are your athletes?
The physical maturity of your athletes plays an important part in determining what you should
emphasize during practices.

Instructions:
Describe your athletes by filling in the questionnaire below:
Gender Composition

All female
All male
Co-ed

Number of Athletes in each Age
Group

Male

Female

Children; 8 – 9 years
Pre-puberty; 10 – 11 years
Puberty, stage 1; 12 – 15 year
Puberty, stage 2; 15 – 18 years

Within each Age Group there are
Important Differences

Average Number of Years of
Training and Competition,
including the Present Years

Height & weight differences

Yes

No

Skill Level

Yes

No

Years of Experience

Yes

No

1 – 2 Years
3 – 4 Years
4 – 5 Years
5 – 6 Years
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Growth and Development
An important consideration in planning a practice is recognizing the growth and development
characteristics of the players on your team. Practices that are in line with these characteristics will
enhance their performance and learning, and will be more fun for your athletes.

Instructions:
Read the RM p. 66-71 pages that are appropriate for your players. After reviewing these pages
complete the left hand column by listing the development characteristics of your players. Next refer
the RM p. 66-71 that provide suggestions about working with players and then complete the right
hand column.
Growth and Development Characteristics
of the Athletes I Coach

Implications for Age Appropriate Practices

General Characteristics

Learning Characteristics

Psycho/social Characteristics

Physical Characteristics
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Levels of Skill Development
There are four “levels of skill development”- Initiation, Acquisition, Consolidation and Refinement. In
the Competition Introduction Context – football players would almost all be classified in one of the
first three levels. Not all athletes will develop their skills at the same rate. Some athletes will be at the
Initiation level, while others will have progresses to the Acquisition or Consolidation level. Athletes at
these three levels of skill development will require different drills to move along the skill development
continuum. Drills done at the Consolidation level will frustrate and discourage athletes at the other
two stages of development and also could lead to injuries. Drills done at the Initiation level may bore
athletes at the two other stages and lead to “horse play” that could lead to injury. Your job as a coach
is to provide athletes the drills appropriate to their level of skill development

Instructions:
Below design a TACKLING drill for your assigned level of skill development. Start by circling the level
that you were assigned by the LF. Then make a few notes that would describe the way the player
at your assigned level will perform the drill. Your design will include how you would explain and
demonstrate the drill, and it will be supported by a diagram of the drill.
Initiation
Notes:
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Diagram:
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The Challenge Zone – Degree of Difficulty
When the requirements of an activity are too high for the ability of the athlete, he or she may become
anxious or discouraged and may have trouble learning. On the other hand, when the requirements
are too low, the athlete may quickly show signs of boredom or lack of interest. The “DEGREE OF
DIFFICULTY” associated with the task must therefore match the skill level of the athlete. The athlete
must feel that he or she has the ability to succeed but that the activity represents a challenge. In other
words, the athlete will be motivated to learn when challenged at the appropriate level, which implies
that there must be a reasonable chance of success or failure when he or she performs a task. As a
general rule, if athletes succeed about 2 times out of 3, the activity represents a suitable challenge.

Instructions:
Examine the diagram below and list the key points of the diagram.

Requirements of the Activity

High

C

ha

lle

ng

e

Zo

ne

Anxiety

Boredom

Low
Low

Athlete Proficiency Level

High

Key Points:
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Level of skill development – Designing drills with flow
The constraints (time, number of coaches, space) of practice do not always allow coaches to do a drill
for the each level of skill development. So the coach needs to develop drills that can meet the abilities
of all athletes. These drills require only minor changes in order to meet all three levels of ability. A drill
that meets all three levels of ability is said to have “flow”.

Instructions:
Design a tackling drill that has “flow”- from the Initiation to the Consolidation level.
Initiation
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Training Athletic Abilities
Selecting or designing appropriate activities (or drills) to train athletic capabilities is critical step in
planning a practice. For an activity (or drill) to be appropriate it must train an ability/ skill that is
commonly used in playing football.

Instructions:
To complete the chart, on the next page, “Matching Sport Requirements and Athlete Abilities” follow
the steps listed below (Reference Material, p. 60 – 65): ICON?
1. Read Column 1 which lists the ability/skill and Column 2 which provides a description of each
ability/ skill (Refer to p. 60 -61 in RM)
2. In Column 3 explain how the ability/skill is used in football. If the ability/skill is not used in the
game of football mark the space as not applicable or N/A
3. In column 4 rate (as very high, high, or moderate) the importance of the ability/skill in the game
of football. To assist you in making your ratings refer to the “Importance of physical and motor
abilities by sport family” in the Reference Material, p. 62.
4. Refer to the “Guidelines for the training of athletic abilities and athletes’ age” in Reference
Material, p. 65. These guidelines describe the appropriateness of training in relation to the age of
the athletes.
5. In Column 5, using these guidelines, select (avoid, not a priority, moderate, as needed by football,
optimal, or progressive introduction) the appropriateness of training of the ability/skill for the age
group that you.
6. Review columns 3, 4, and 5, and then in Column 6 rate (high, moderate, low, avoid) the overall
training priority of each ability/skill for the game of football as they apply to the age of the player
you coach.
7. Review the high and moderate rated skills, and then in Column 7 indicate if the skills are a priority
for the position you are/will be coaching.
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Training Abilities
Column 1

Column 2

Column 3

Column 4

Column 5

Column 6

Column 7

Ability/ Skill

Definition

Use of Skill in
Football

Importance
in Football

Appropriateness of
Training
Ability/ Skill

Overall
Training
Priority

By Position

Aerobic
endurance

Sustained
dynamic effort
at or near
maximum
for several
minutes or
hours

Very high

Not a priority

High

High

Avoid

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Low

As needed

Avoid

Optimal
Progressive
Intro

Strength

Maximum
effort
regardless of
duration

Very high

Not a priority

High

High

Avoid

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Low

As needed

Avoid

Optimal
Progressive
Intro
Power
(strength x
speed)

Maximum
effort over a
short period of
time

Very high

Not a priority

High

High

Avoid

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Low

As needed

Avoid

Optimal
Progressive
Intro
Flexibility

Perform a
broad range of
movement at
a joint without
sustaining
injury

Very high

Not a priority

High

High

Avoid

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Low

As needed

Avoid

Optimal
Progressive
Intro

Speed

Fast cadence
of movement,
short efforts

Very high

Not a priority

High

High

Avoid

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Low

As needed

Avoid

Optimal
Progressive
Intro
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Column 1

Column 2

Column 3

Column 4

Column 5

Column 6

Column 7

Ability/ Skill

Definition

Use of Skill in
Football

Importance
in Football

Appropriateness of
Training
Ability/ Skill

Overall
Training
Priority

By Position

Agility

To move
rapidly with
precision &
ease

Very high

Not a priority

High

High

Avoid

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Low

As needed

Avoid

Optimal
Progressive
Intro
Balance

Maintain
stability during
execution of
movements

Very high

Not a priority

High

High

Avoid

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Low

As needed

Avoid

Optimal
Progressive
Intro
Coordination

Perform
movements in
correct order
& at right time

Very high

Not a priority

High

High

Avoid

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Low

As needed

Avoid

Optimal
Progressive
Intro
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Designing a drill that trains athletic abilities
Instructions
From the previous task, select “high” priority ability and design a drill that develops it.
An appropriate drill:
•

will train the high priority ability

•

match the growth and development needs of the players

Purpose:

Diagram:

Instructions:

Coaching Points:
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Practice Planning Worksheet
Date

Time

Equipment Required

Introduction

Key messages/safety points

Warm Up:

General

• Key Points
• Safety Points
• Equipment
Specific

Main Part:

Describe activity- athlete movements- performance factors

• Key Points
• Safety Points
• Equipment

Cool Down

Describe activity- athlete movements- performance factors

Concluding Meeting

Summary of practice

Key messages
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Personal Reflection
Instructions:
Reflect back upon the activities in this module, and complete the STOP LIGHT REFLECTION below. List
things you want to AVOID or STOP doing as a coach, things you want to CONTINUE doing as a coach,
and things you want to START doing as a coach.

Avoid/
stop

Maintain

Start
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Teaching and Learning
Learning Outcomes
After finishing this module, you will be able to take a critical look at your own coaching. In particular,
you will be able to:
•

Make appropriate interventions that promote learning & skill development

Your Starting Point
One of the principal duties of a coach is how to maximize learning- when only limited time is
available. To achieve this goal, it is important to be familiar with some basic concepts related to how
people learn and how effective coaches teach sport skills

Instructions:
Start by explaining the difference between performance and learning. Then, explain how the assigned
variable affects performance and learning.

Organization

Safety
Observation
and
Supervision of
Activities

Explanations,
Demonstrations
and Feedback

Performance
and Learning
Learning Styles

Self Esteem
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Step 1: Organization and set up
Organization and set up is critical in the teaching and learning of skills. The proper organization
and set up creates a learning situation that is SAFE (risks are identified and reduced), ACTIVE (the
athletes are actively engaged at least 50% of the practice time), OBSERVABLE (coach can move around
and provide feedback), FOCUSED (on expected outcomes) and SUCCESSFUL (by providng sufficient
amount of practice time to allow athletes to progress at their own pace).

Instructions:
Look closely at the cartoon below, and identify aspects of the organization and set-up of the activity
that need improvement. Record these aspects and suggestions for improvement in the chart under the
cartoon.

Aspects that need Improvement…
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Suggestions for Improvement…
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Step 2: Explanation and demonstration
Recent research into motor learning has focused on the effectiveness of explanations and
demonstrations. The research suggests that to promote learning- explanations and demonstrations
should be given in a way that focuses the athlete’s attention on some external factor (ie: the target) or
on the anticipated effect of the movement (ie: ball carrier’s path).

Instructions:
Answering the questions in the chart below will assist you in preparing your explanation and
demonstration for teaching tackling. (Later in this module you will have the opportunity to teach the
skill using these plans for your explanation and demonstration).
Skill: Tackling
What is the Purpose of the skill?

The athlete will execute the proper technique to safely stop the
ball carrier’s progress

What is the Purpose of the drill?

To consistently and safely perform the skill of tackling

What are the Key teaching points?

•
•
•
•
•

How will you focus your athletes’
attention?
What Teaching aids will you need?

How can you incorporate the three
learning styles into your explanation?
How are you going to demonstrate the
skill?
Who is going to demonstrate?

In what formation will the athletes be to
observe the demonstration?
How will you explain the drill? (ie:
starting point, location of lines, pattern of
movement, rotation of positions, etc.)
What are your Instructions for moving
from explanation & demonstration to the
drill?
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Step 3: Observation
To observe well, you need to know what to observe and how to observe. Observation is not limited
to the execution of the skill but includes: checking to see if the athletes understood the explanation
and demonstration, making sure the drill is being performed safely, ensuring the athletes are active,
supervising to keep the athletes on task, monitoring the athletes’ mood, and evaluating the degree
of success of the athletes. As a coach you should determine what you want to observe and position
yourself in a location that provides you with the optimal view.

Instructions:
Answering the questions in the chart below will assist you in observing a tackling drill.
Skill: Tackling
What are 2 or 3 indicators that would tell
you that the athletes have understood
your explanation and demonstration?

For what safety concerns should you be
looking?

If fewer than 50% of the athletes are
actively engaged, how could you adapt
the drill to increase activity?
Where would you position yourself so as
to actively supervise the athletes and to
keep them on task?
Where would you position yourself to best
observe the performance of the skill?

What in the athletes’ performance would
indicate that they are performing the skill
correctly?
What in the athletes’ performance would
indicate that they are performing the skill
incorrectly?
What behaviours would indicate that the
athletes are bored? Frustrated? How
could you adapt the drill?
What indicators would you observe that
would tell you the drill was successful in
developing the skill?
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Step 4: Feedback
In sport, feedback is the information the athletes receive about their performance of a skill. The source
of the feedback may be internal- how the athlete felt about their performance or external- the coach
provides information on the athlete’s performance. The purpose of feedback is to describe the athlete’s
current performance in relation to a desired or ideal performance. For feedback to have maximum
effective it should be stated positively, be specific, and informative

Instructions:
Classify the following statements as positive or negative by placing a “+” or a “-” in the brackets
located after each statement. In addition classify the statements by placing the number of the
statement in the appropriate box below. Statement #1 has been completed as an example.
Feedback statements:
1. Bob, keep your head up and eyes open(+)
2. No that’s all wrong ( )
3. To get into the hit position buzz the feet( )
4. That’s not right, grab cloth high on the back of the shirt ( )
5. You’re tackling well ( )
6. You’re exploding your legs & hips well when tackling ( )
7. Good work- kept your steps short and bend at the knees( )
8. Don’t over stride when getting into the “hit” position ( )

Evaluative

Informative
Feedback statement #1 goes in
this box as it is both specific &
informative

Specific

General
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Explanation and Demonstration Feedback Form

Coach: 	Observer:
Demo
1

Equipment was ready for the start of the demonstration

Yes

No

2

Organization of the athletes was appropriate

Yes

No

3

Demonstration gave a good general idea of the technique or movement

Yes

No

4

Demonstration directed athletes’ attention to an external focus (target, outcome, expected effect) Yes

No

5

Coach pointed out what not to do (negative example)

Yes

No

6

Demonstration was repeated from different angles

Yes

No

7

Athletes were involved in the demonstration in an appropriate way

Yes

No

8

Coach identified internal and external points of reference

Yes

No

9

Coach explained the reason for doing the activity/drill (link with previous practices, etc.)

Yes

No

10 Coach checked that the athletes had a good understanding of what needs to be done

Yes

No

11 Technical elements of the demonstration were executed correctly

Yes

No

12 Amount of information provided by the coach was appropriate (clear, short, accurate)

Yes

No

13 Coach used vocabulary respecting the three learning styles

Yes

No

14 Coach emphasized safety aspects when appropriate

Yes

No

15 Coach’s voice was loud enough and projected well enough

Yes

No

Comments:
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Personal Reflection
Instructions:
Reflect back upon the activities in this module, and complete the STOP LIGHT REFLECTION below. List
things you want to AVOID or STOP doing as a coach, things you want to CONTINUE doing as a coach,
and things you want to START doing as a coach.

Avoid/
stop

Maintain

Start
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Analyze Performance
Learning Outcome
After finishing this module, you will be able to critically analyze your athletes performance. In
particular you will be able to:
•

Analyze performance of an athlete by using a referent model

Your Starting Point
Instructions:
Explain how the factors listed below affect an athlete’s learning and the performance of the skill.

Equipment

Tackle
strategies
Affective
domain-confid
ence,
self-esteem,
etc.

Environment

Analyze
Performance

Motor
domain-fitness,
skill
development,
coordination,
etc. with
Physical/
Motor…
Competition—Introduction Position Coach

Technical
execution

Cognitive
domainunderstanding,
predicting,
decisionmaking, etc.
with Cognitive/
Mental…
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Identifying potential causes
Once the level of performance has been observed and before we attempt to improve performance, a
coach must identify/detect the causes or reasons why the performance is inefficient and ineffective

Instructions:
In the box below, list all the causes (or reasons) why a young football player may be missing tackles
during practice.

Causes (or reasons):
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Classification of causes
Now we want to classify these many and varied causes, as to why an athlete may miss a tackle, into
a number of manageable categories that will allow you, the coach, to prescribe corrective strategies
(Reference Material, p. 90). SYMBOL

Instructions:
1. In the column labeled SPECIFIC CAUSES, classify the causes, that you identified in the previous
exercise, into a category listed on the table on the next page (Equipment, Environment, Affective,
Cognitive, Physical, Technical, or Tactical). Note some potential causes may fit into more than one
category.
2. If you have not identified a specific cause, in the previous task, for a particular category, try to
identify a cause for that category now.
3. In the column labeled INDICATORS, write the indicator(s) for the cause you have identified. An
indicator should be something you have observed during the performance of the skill that “points”
to a cause.

Competition—Introduction Position Coach
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Causes Worksheet
Cause

Specific Causes

Indicators

Equipment
Examines sport specific
equipment that could be a limiting
factor on the performance. Eg.
Badly worn footwear, poor fit, etc.
Environment
Examines any environmental
factors that could lead to
performance deficiencies? Eg.
Surface, weather, lighting etc.
Affective
Examines internal factors
that could be related to the
performer’s perception of the task,
performance or activity. Eg. fear,
motivation, interest, etc.
Cognitive / mental
Examines factors that relates
to the performers thoughts or
thought processes that are used to
execute a given task or action. Eg.
Lack of understanding, confusion,
choice of decision, concentration
etc.
Physical / Motor
Examines the physical abilities that
could have limiting affects on the
performance, task or activity. Eg.
strength, stamina, flexibility etc.
Tactical
Examines the intent of the skill
execution within the overall
strategies that enable successful
performance. Asks whether the
tactic may be too demanding
for the technical skills that are
required to achieve the outcome.
Technical
Examines the execution and or
biomechanics of skill execution
and identifies specific performance
factors/goals that are required to
achieve a given outcome.
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Corrective strategies
Now that you have identified the source of the error, the coach needs to apply a corrective strategy.
There are three types of corrective strategies: modify/ adjust drill or activity, modify the teaching
intervention, and technical/ tactical analysis and correction. This task will focus on the first two types
of corrective strategies. Technical/ tactical corrective strategies will be addressed in the next task.

Instructions:
Answering the questions in the first column will assist you in providing appropriate corrective
strategies. In the second column labeled “Corrective Strategies” indicate the specific adjustments and
modifications you would make to improve performance.
Modifications/adjustments to drill or activity
Critical Questions

Corrective Strategies

How could you adjust the
equipment to improve
performance?
How could you adjust the task/
activity demands?
How could you adjust the drill to
allow for maximum opportunity to
repeat the task?
How could you adjust the skill
progression?
How could you adjust the speed or
timing?
How could you adjust the drill to
allow for rest/ recovery during the
drill?

Teaching interventions
What could you say or do to
reassure the athlete?
How could you modify your
explanation to address the athlete’s
error?
How could you simplify the skill?
How could you use re-focusing or
visualization strategies?
How could you modify or redemonstrate the skill?
How could you use feedback to
guide and improve performance?
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Technical Analysis
Now that you have analyzed many potential causes and a variety of corrective strategies for a
young player missing tackles during practice, you need to be aware of how you might correct the
performance of the specific technique. As a coach it is important to address these other potential
causes (previous exercise) before moving to technical corrections. Moving too quickly to a technical
correction will have little impact if a preceding cause is not addressed. The following task will assist
you in developing a framework for analyzing the skill from a technical viewpoint. This framework
will allow you to a break the skill down into manageable parts which will focus your observation
of the skill and allow you to provide specific informative feedback that will enhance the athlete’s
performance of the skill.

Instructions:
Complete the chart on the following page. For the skill of tackling identify the desired outcome. The
outcome should identify the “what” and the “so what” and can be framed in the following statement:
“The athlete will ________________________ in order to ________________________”.
After you have identified the outcome, the next step is to break the skill down into four stages.
(Preliminary movements, force producing movements, critical instant, and follow through). For
each stage identify 2 or 3 key factors (coaching points) essential to the desired outcome. A series of
questions have been provided to assist you in identifying the key factors and coaching points.
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Technical Framework
Skill: Tackling
Stages

Outcome:
Guiding Questions

Key Factors

Prelimenary Movements
Movements to get ready to perform
the skill (ie: stance, grip on the
football, positioning to make an
open field block).

• Distance from ball carrier?
• Movement to the ball carrier?
• Width of stance?
• Overall body position?

Force Producing
Movements done to apply force in
the execution of the skill- including
movements to get the body in
position to maximize force or
velocity

• Position of arms?
• Head position?
• Knee bend?
• Overall body posture?
• Length of first step?
• Where should the first step go?
• Position of second step?
• Head position?
• Neck and back position?
• Arm action?

Critical Instant

• Aiming point?

Is when force is transferred from the • Where should the head be when
contact is made?
body to an object or the ground
• Position of head and neck at
contact?
• Arm position at point of contact?
Follow- Through
Movements done after the critical
instant that slows the body parts
down gradually and helps prevent
injury or completes the execution of
the skill
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• How does the tackler keep his/
her body moving forward?
• Arm position after contact?
• How does the tackler bring the
ball carrier to the ground?
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Making Corrections
The purpose of analyzing performance is to make corrections that improve performance.

Instructions:
On the chart below list common errors (Column 1) athletes make when they are learning to tackle.
Then list technical adjustments (Column 2) that can be made to correct the error. The first one is
completed as an example:
Column 1

Column 2

Common Errors	Technical Corrections
• Athlete makes contact too high

• Bend knees
• Eyes at the level of the ball

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Personal Reflection
Instructions:
Reflect back upon the activities in this module, and complete the STOP LIGHT REFLECTION below. List
things you want to AVOID or STOP doing as a coach, things you want to CONTINUE doing as a coach,
and things you want to START doing as a coach.

Avoid/
stop

Maintain

Start
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Tactical & Technical
Understanding Systems
Each offensive and defensive systems is based upon a series of basic principles. The actual systems
may vary substantially but under each system lies a foundation of these basic principles.

Instructions:
Answer the questions in the box below that relates to your scheme.
Defensive Scheme

Offensive Series

• What players compose your force unit?

• This series attacks what points along the defense?

• What players compose your contain unit?

• What blocking schemes are required?

• What players have dual responsibilities?

• What is the relationship between the speed of the
plays and the blocking schemes?

• How do you name your defensive scheme?
• How would you name the plays?
• What adjustments do you need to react to different
offensive formations?

• What does this series do to divide the defense?

• How can you adjust this scheme for down and
distance considerations?

• What does this series do to disguise the point of
attack?

• Describe you man to man pass scheme

• What areas of the defense do the passing plays
attack?

• Describe your zone pass scheme
• How does this series provide pass protection?
• Describe the personnel required to run this scheme.
• Describe the personnel required to run this series?
• What are the strengths of this scheme?
• What are the strengths of this series?
• What are the weaknesses of this scheme?
• What are the weaknesses of this series
• What skills will the players need to perform this
scheme?
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• What skills will the players need to perform this
series?
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Tactical & Technical

Role of the Position Coach in implementing schemes
The role of the position coach is to determine what skills need to be developed so the play or scheme
(offensive, defensive or special teams) can be successful.

Instructions:
For your position refer to the appropriate system and review both plays presented. For the following
play complete the tasks listed on the next page
Play 1
1. For your position, list the skills required to perform
Play 1:

2. Your coordinator wants to run this play next game.
You have four practices to create a progression for
teaching those skills:

Workbook

Play 2
1. For your position, list the skills required to perform
Play 2:

2. Your coordinator wants to run this play next game.
You have four practices to create a progression for
teaching those skills:

1st skill

1st skill

2nd skill

2nd skill

3rd skill

3rd skill

4th skill

4th skill

5th skill

5th skill
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3. You have 20 mintes each practice with your unit. Outline what skills you would teach on what days prior to the
game:

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Wednesday

Thursday

4. Outline one drill you would use on each day of practice:

Monday
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Tactical & Technical

Offensive Play 1

Player Assignments
1 (QB) [Quarterback] – Open pivot right, allow
FB to clear, hand ball off to RB, and finish
setting up in play action position behind
RG

Workbook

2 (FB)

[Fullback] – Take crossover step to right,
aim for inside hip of RG, and drive block
RE to the outside

3 (RB)

[Running Back] – Take crossover step
with left foot, drive straight ahead to 2
hole(inside hip of RG), take handoff from
QB, follow FB into 2 hole, and be prepared
to off M block

X

[Left Wide Receiver] – Drive upfield, aim for
inside shoulder of LC, and cut off block the
LC away from center of field

W

[Left Inside Receiver] – Drive upfield, aim
for inside shoulder of LH, and cut off block
the LH away from center of field

Y

[Right Inside Receiver] – Drive upfield, aim
for inside shoulder of RH, and cut off block
the RH away from center of field

Z

[Right Wide Receiver] Drive upfield, aim for
inside shoulder of RC, and cut off block
the RC away from center of field

RT

[Right Tackle] – drive block on player in
front of you (RE or S)

RG

[Right Guard] – Take a hard step to the
inside and block RT

C

[Center] – double-team block with LG on
LT

LG

[Left Guard] – double-team block with C on
LT

LT

[Left Tackle] – Drive up block on LE
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Offensive Play 2

Player Assignments
1 (QB) [Quarterback] – Take a 5-step drop, read ZGo to Y-Out to FB-Flat, and step and throw

RT

[Right Tackle] – Set back and pass block
RE to outside

2 (FB)

[Fullback] – Set up to the right, pass block
if S or RH blitz, if not run flat route at 4-5
yards

RG

[Right Guard] – Set back and pass block
RT to outside

C

3 (RB)

[Running Back] – Set up to the left, pass
block if W or LH blitz, if not run Cross route
to the center of field

[Center] – Set back and look to block M on
blitz, if not double on the most dangerous
tackle (LT or RT)

LG

X

[Left Wide Receiver] – Drive upfield to 15
yards, plant step with left foot and break
straight across the field

[Left Guard] – Set back and pass block LT
to outside

LT

[Left Tackle] – Set back and pass block LE
to outside

W

[Left Inside Receiver] – Drive upfield, run a
clear/seam route

Y

[Right Inside Receiver] – Drive upfield,
release inside of RH, and at 15 yards break
straight to sideline on OUT route

Z

[Right Wide Receiver] – Drive upfield,
release outside of CB, and run a GO route
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Defensive Scheme 1

Player Assignments

Workbook

RE

[Right Defensive End] – Line up shaded
outside of the offensive tackle

RT

[Right Defensive Tackle] – Line up shaded
outside of the offensive guard

LT

[Left Defensive Tackle] – Line up shaded
inside of the offensive guard

LE

[Left Defensive End] – Line up shaded
outside of the offensive tackle

S

[SAM Backer] – Line up in gap B, between
offensive tackle and offensive guard
Base B Gap on run to you
Pursuit behind line on run away
Cover first back out to your side on pass

M

[MIKE Backer] – Line up heads-up over the
centre
Base A Gap Right on run to you
Cover second back out if both backs
release to either side

W

[WILL Backer] –Line up in gap B, between
offensive tackle and offensive guard
Base B Gap on run to you
Pursuit behind line on run away
Cover first back out to your side on pass

RC

[Right Corner] – Line up 5 yards off the line
on the outside shoulder of the wide receiver
and cover man-to-man

RH

[Right Halfback] – Line up 5 yards off the
line, head-to-head with the inside receiver,
and cover man-to-man

LH

[Left Halfback] – Line up 5 yards off the line,
head-to-head with the inside receiver and
cover man-to-man

LC

[Left Corner] – Line up 5 yards off the line
on the outside shoulder of the wide receiver,
and cover man-to-man

FS

[Free Safety] – Line up 10-12 yards off the
line and drop to zone looking for any deep
routes
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Defensive Scheme 2

Player Assignments
RE

[Right Defensive End] – Line up shaded
outside of the offensive tackle

RT

[Right Defensive Tackle] – Line up shaded
outside of the offensive guard

LT

[Left Defensive Tackle] – Line up shaded
inside of the offensive guard

LE

[Left Defensive End] – Line up shaded
outside of the offensive tackle

S

[SAM Backer] – Line up in gap B, between
offensive tackle and offensive guard
Base B Gap on run to you
Pursuit behind line on run away
Drop to zone and key inside receiver

M

[MIKE Backer] – Line up heads-up over the
centre
Base A Gap Right on run to you
Drop to zone and key crossing routes

W

[WILL Backer] –Line up in gap B, between
offensive tackle and offensive guard
Base B Gap on run to you
Pursuit behind line on run away
Drop to zone and key inside receiver
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RC

[Right Corner] – Line up 10 yards off the line
on the inside shoulder of the wide receiver
and drop to zone looking for deep routes

RH

[Right Halfback] – Line up 5 yards off the
line, head-to-head with the inside receiver,
and jam while dropping to zone looking for
short-flat routes

LH

[Left Halfback] – Line up 5 yards off the
line, head-to-head with the inside receiver,
and jam while dropping to zone looking for
short-flat routes

LC

[Left Corner] – Line up 10 yards off the line
on the inside shoulder of the wide receiver
and drop to zone looking for deep routes

FS

[Free Safety] – Line up 15 yards off the
line and drop to zone looking for any deep
routes
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Special Teams Play 1

Player Assignments
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LE

[Left End] – Balanced stance, drop step,
protect inside gap and block 1st man on or
outside. Release 10-yards outside the OT.
Hard contain the returner. Stay square until
ball is declared

LT

[Left Tackle] – Balanced stance, drop step
protect inside gap and block man on or
outside. Release 5-yards outside the OG.
Keep the ball inside shoulder

LG

[Left Guard] – Balanced stance, drop step
protect inside lane and block man on or
outside. Release 5-yards outside the OC
Keep the ball inside shoulder

C

[Centre/Long-Snapper] – Snap the ball on
call from the Setback. Release directly to
the ball, force returner to pick a side

RG

[Right Guard] – Balanced stance, drop step
protect inside gap and block man on or
outside. Release 5-yards outside the OG.
Keep the ball inside shoulder

RT

[Right Tackle] – Balanced stance, drop
Balanced stance, 1-yard behind L.O.S.
Block the MDM in the A-gap. Release 5yards outside the OC. Keep the ball inside
shoulder, protect inside lane gap and block
man on or outside. Release 5-yards outside
the OG. Keep the ball inside shoulder

RE

[Right End] – Balanced stance, drop step,
protect inside gap and block 1st man on or
outside. Release 10-yards outside the OT.
Hard contain the returner. Stay square until
ball is declared

LU

[Left Upback] – Balanced stance, 1-yard
behind L.O.S. Block the MDM in the A-gap.
Release 5-yards outside the OC. Keep the
ball on your inside shoulder

RU

[Right Upback] – Balanced stance, 1-yard
behind L.O.S. Block the MDM in the A-gap.
Release 5-yards outside the OC. Keep the
ball on your inside shoulder

LS

[Left Setback] – Balanced stance, 5-yards
behind L.O.S, outside shoulder of the UB.
Block the MDM man inside out to D-gap.
Release 5-yards outside the OT Keep the
ball inside shoulder. Soft contain

RS

[Right Setback] – Balanced stance, 5-yards
behind L.O.S, outside shoulder of the UB.
Make the calls for protection and “Set-call”
to snap the ball. Block the MDM man inside
out to D-gap. Release 5-yards outside
the OT Keep the ball inside shoulder. Soft
contain

P

[Punter] – Staggered stance, 15-yards
behind L.O.S, catch the snap from the LS
and kick the ball. Must be alert to overload
and block point
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Special Teams Play 2

Player Assignments
LC

[Left Corner] – 2-point stance, pressure the
LS and the block point. Once the ball is
kicked force away from the return

LH

[Left Halfback] – 3-point stance, man to
man on the LE. Once the ball is kicked
force away from the return. Maintain inside
leverage, keep hands in front

LE

LT

[Left End] -3-point stance, drive the inside
shoulder of the LT. Once the ball is kicked
force away from the return. Maintain inside
leverage, keep hands in front
[Left Tackle] -3-point stance, drive inside
shoulder of the OG. Once the ball is kicked
force away from the return. Maintain inside
leverage

RT

[Right Tackle] – 3-point stance, drive inside
shoulder of the OG. Once the ball is kicked
force away from the return. Maintain inside
leverage

RE

[Right End] -3-point stance, man to man on
the LE. Once the ball is kicked force away
from the return. Maintain inside leverage,
keep hands in front

RH

[Right Halfback] -3-point stance, man to
man on the LE. Once the ball is kicked
force away from the return. Maintain inside
leverage

RC

[Right Corner] – 2-point stance, pressure
the LS and the block point. Once the ball
is kicked force away from the return, keep
hands in front
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M

[MIKE Backer] – 2-point stance, 5-yards
off the L.O.S Spy the fake, once the ball is
kicked man to man on the LU force away
from the return. Maintain inside leverage

S

[SAM Backer] – 2-point stance, 5-yards
off the L.O.S Spy the fake, once the ball is
kicked man to man on the RU force away
from the return. Maintain inside leverage

LR

[Left Returner] – Balanced stance, if the ball
is not kicked to you block the MDM usually
the OC/LS. Pick a side and wash him away
from the middle. Position in front of the RR
in case the ball if fumbled

RR

[Right Returner] – Balanced stance, make
the “Me-You” call to indicate who is
catching the ball. Read off the block of the
LR and sprint up-field
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LEARN MORE
Great resources to help you coach at your best!

DOWN,

SET,

HUT !
To order and see complete list
of coaching resources visit:

www.footballcanada.com
at Human Kinetics Resources

Visit coach.ca – Canada’s most dynamic coaching community.
Check your certification, complete online evaluations, access
sport nutrition tips, read coach stories and more!

www.footballcanada.com

